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Dear potential sponsor,

McWiCS - McGill Women in Computer Science is a newly-established organization at McGill University dedicated 
to cultivating a community for collaboration, exploration, and expanding opportunities for women in computer 
science. 

As you know, computer science has been a predominately male-driven field, with only 14% of women across 
North America currently enrolled in the major. Our hope is to give bright female technologists the opportunity 
to explore the full spectrum of all that computer science has to offer and enable these young scholars to reach 
their full potential. 

We’d absolutely love for you to be part of our initiative to foster an inclusive culture of computing for the future 
generation.

What makes McWiCS special?

McWiCS is more than just an organization for those looking to support diversity and inclusivity within the field — 
McWiCS is a community. We’re driven by our mission to cultivate a warm, open-minded space at McGill where 
students are able to bond, learn, and grow together.

Ultimately, as we expand opportunities for women to explore all aspects of the technological world and encour-
age women to create a positive impact on it, we’re doing our part to support a future where leaders in technolo-
gy reflect the people that they build for.

And we’re compelled to taking substantial, meaningful action: to name just a few of our initiatives, our CSter 
program has paired dozens of CSters together, our industry mentorship program has connected students with 
mentors, and our CS Streams Series has allowed students to explore various applications of computer science — 
like neural machine learning in the health sector, robotics, and consumer-focused iOS app development. More-
over, we were able to send students to Grace Hopper and organize our first Hackathon.

The McWiCS community is  growing rapidly, and we need your help to sustain our momentum. In under one 
month from McWiCS’ official launch on January 12, 2017, we’ve watched our base of community members 
expand to the triple digits. As of October 2018, we have ammased 900 likes on Facebook, planned more than 50 
events and now we are thrilled to see our brand take on a well-known presence within the Montreal tech 
ecosystem.

Why sponsor McWiCS?

Sponsoring McWiCS is an opportunity to connect with and inspire tech’s future female leaders. 
Additionally, sponsors of McWiCS enjoy promotion across our platforms, as well as opportunity to collaborate 
with, mentor, and encourage members of our community. By sponsoring, you can:
 Connect with and support tech’s future leaders, and get access to the McWiCS resume database
 Showcase your products, services, and APIs, and watch students use them during our Hackathon 
 and/or to build innovative Passion Projects
 Contribute to programs like our CS Streams Series, and encourage the professional and technical 
 growth of bright female technologists

If you have any further questions or ideas, feel free to reach out to us at team@mcwics.com. We thank you for 
your consideration and would love to have you as a sponsor. 

All the best,
The McWiCS Planning Team 
2018 - 2019
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Sponsorship Values

Nibble           Byte           Word           Double Word             Quad Word
 $600             $1500       $3000                 $5000                        $10000

General
CS Streams: Send speaker for tech talk

2-4 students to attend Grace Hopper in your name
+ be listed additionally with our GHC scholarship sponsors

McWiCS becomes “McWiCS, Powered by [YOUR COMPANY]” for 2 years

Recruit
Distribute recruiting materials and swag

Publish job listings

Access to the McWiCS resume database

Send recruiters and host recruiting events

Reach
Logo on website

Logo on clothing

Email blast all members (1x/semester)

Blurb on social media and newsletter

Sponsored raffle by you 

Personalized marketing video created for you

Research
Ask research questions in our semi-annual member surveys

Additional
2-4 students’ Passion Projects sponsored in your name 
+ choice to require use of your products 
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Sponsorship Values Continued : HACKATHON 2019 

Nibble           Byte           Word           Double Word             Quad Word
 $600             $1500       $3000                 $5000                        $10000General

Send Mentors
Open Ceremony Talk 
Table at the Event 
Send speaker for tech talk or workshop 
Choice to require use of your products or APIs
McWiCS Hackathon becomes “Powered by [YOUR COMPANY]”

Recruit
Distribute promotional materials swag
Access to the McWiCS resume database 
Send recruiters and host recruiting events

Reach
Logo on website
Logo on clothing and banner                                  Small                     Medium               Large                               X-Large                                        XX-Large
Social media blast
Peronalized marketing video created for you 

Lorem isum

 The McGill Women in Computer Science planning team would 
like to invite you to take part in the McWiCS ‘ 19  Hack taking place 
around mid January. As of last term, McWiCS launched our first ever 
hackathon in hopes of providing more opportunities to educate and 
cultivate for a more inclusive community. Open to everyone, we’ve 
accepted 100 innovative indivuals of varying technical backgrounds to 
come together for 12 hours for some creative problem solving. 

 This year, we plan to focus our hackathon on newcomers. 
Newcomers always fear the feeling of not belonging because they 
dont have the skills, nor smart enought etc. They’re wrong, of course, 
and as hackathon organizers we want everyone to have a fullfilling 
experience. Consequently, we plan to host more workshops and to 
provide project prompts. Nevertheless, everyone is welcome. 

Our plan is to provide everyone with equal and fulfilling opportunity.

Again, we thank you for your time and consideration.

** If you wish to also sponsor our hackathon, the following listed perks will be 
included within the general sponsorship package that you chose. 

A massive thanks to 
Microsoft, Google and Airtable 

for making McWiCS’s first hackathon possible.


